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Overview 
Today’s threat landscape is ever-changing: from ransomware to malware to botnets, there is no 

shortage of attack vectors to worry about. But as this landscape has evolved, there are steps that we’ve 

learned to take to slow down or mitigate the most common attacks. Many of these steps have their 

foundation in core principles such as “least privilege” administration and basic security “hardening” 

techniques. And many of these principles, in a Windows environment, can be implemented with the 

technology that has been the foundation of Windows configuration management for more than 15 

years—Group Policy. In this whitepaper, I’ll talk about some of these modern threats, how you can 

protect against them, and how Group Policy, and SDM Software, can help you reduce or eliminate some 

of the more challenging security risks in today’s enterprise environment.  

Understanding the Threats—Lateral Movement & Pass the Hash 
Over the last two years, Microsoft has provided a couple of whitepapers 

(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=36036) to help explain mitigations for 

attacks that compromise administrative credentials and access within your network. Indeed, one of the 

papers starts with the two-word premise, “Assume Compromise.” That is, assume that an attacker has 

compromised an account and gotten onto your network. How do you detect them? How do you contain 

them? The Microsoft whitepapers describe the exploit known as “Pass the Hash” (PtH), which is based 

on the fact that user credentials, logged into a Windows server or desktop, can be “mined” using readily 

available tools like Mimikatz, for their LANManager (LM) hashes, or simply compromised using good old 

social engineering tactics. An attacker with an LM Hash for a compromised user account can then take 

that hash and use it to log into other systems where that user has access. If that compromised user 

account is an administrator, then the attacker has administrative access everywhere that the 

compromised user does. If that user has broad administrative access within an Active Directory domain, 

then the attacker can “move laterally” from machine to machine, finding more high-valued targets 

(think servers with customer account information, employee personal information, etc.). 

The discovery of those higher-valued targets can take time. You might think that time is on your side in a 

sufficiently large and complex network, but that attitude assumes that: a) you will detect the attackers 

in time, and b) the attackers don’t have tools to help them speed their discovery process. To this last 

point, I created a blog post that describes an open source tool called Bloodhound, that helps an attacker 

map a path to higher privilege using lateral movement and PtH. This tool essentially shortens the time it 

takes for the attacker on your network to find those high-valued targets. So hiding behind a large and 

complex network may not be enough to protect you anymore (and wasn’t a good strategy anyway!).  

Given these risks, what can you do about it and how can Group Policy help? 

Group Policy’s Role in Mitigating PtH and Lateral Movement 
The Microsoft PtH whitepaper talks about a variety of mitigations that you can do to prevent lateral 

movement by attackers from getting to higher valued targets. These fall into a couple of broad 

categories, and one that I’ve added myself below: 

1. Separate resources (desktops, servers, Domain Controllers) into Tiers, based on the criticality of 

the data that resides on them.  Domain Controllers get a special tier because a compromise of a 
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domain controller essentially gives an attacker the “keys to the kingdom,” because they can 

access the AD Directory Information Table (DIT).  

2. Control which administrative accounts can access which Tiers to protect more privileged 

accounts (e.g. Domain Admins or Server Administrators) from being compromised by logging 

into less privileged systems (e.g. desktops).  

3. Protect the information about how access is granted to prevent attackers from gaining 

knowledge about your security posture. 

Group Policy is used in most organizations, to control both #1 and #2. Specifically, through policies like 

Restricted Groups (see figure 1), and GP Preferences Local Users and Groups, IT admins can manage the 

users and groups who have administrative access on your servers and desktops. 

 

Figure 1: Controlling local administrative access with Restricted Groups policy 

Using these GP capabilities and Group Policy’s inherent ability to target policy settings, you can 

effectively create the tiers that are discussed above to control which users have administrative access in 

which groups of servers. The goal, as laid out in the Microsoft paper, is that each tier requires a different 

administrative ID, and that IDs at higher tier levels are not used to log in to machines at lower tiers. For 

example, my DC_Darren_Admin account that is a member of the Domain Admins group, should not be 

allowed to log into a given workstation on the corporate network, let alone be an administrator on that 

workstation. This control of who can log on where, as specified in #2 above, can also be deployed via 

Group Policy, using User Rights Assignment policy, as shown in Figure 2. You can set “Deny log on 



locally” and “Deny access to this computer from the network” rights to higher tiered administrative 

groups, and then apply those policies to lower tiered workstations, to prevent the crossing of tiers that 

can leave you vulnerable.  

 

Figure 2: Using User Rights Assignment policy to control who can log on where. 

For the 3rd item in the list above, controlling how discoverable your security posture is to a would-be 

attacker, if you are using Group Policy to control numbers 1 & 2, then you will want to ensure that 

Group Policy can’t be used against you, by delegating read access to those GPOs that grant these group 

memberships and user rights. I wrote about this topic in the blog post I referenced above, specifically in 

the section entitled GPO Discoverability. The gist of this is that you should remove Authenticated Users 

Read Access from all GPOs that perform Restricted Groups, GPP Local Users and Groups and User Rights 

Assignment policy and, ideally, only allow the machine accounts that need to process these policies, 

read access to the GPOs.  

Assessing Your Current State 
Of course, if you are using Group Policy to manage privileged access to your Windows systems, the first 

step in getting to a model like the one described here, is to assess what you have. Fortunately, SDM 

Software’s Group Policy Compliance Manager (GPCM) has the ability to ask questions of your existing 

servers and desktops, to find out where administrative group membership or User Rights Assignment 

has been deployed across your environment—making it easier to determine who has administrative 
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access to what. In Figure 3, you can see how, using GPCM, you can search for particular administrative 

policy, and find all the machines that have implemented that across your AD infrastructure: 

 

 

Figure 3: Using SDM Software's GPCM to find where administrative access has been granted. 

You can likewise find out which groups have been granted User Rights Assignments on which machines 

within your environment. Armed with this information, it becomes easier to organize your 

administrative access into the tiers described above—and to get to a model of controlled privileged 

access that can keep any would-be attackers from moving laterally at-will within your network.  

Summary 
Group Policy plays a key role in both the protection against, and the enabling of, lateral movement and 

Pass-the-Hash style attacks. You can either use it to protect yourself, or cause more harm. At SDM 

Software, we believe Group Policy is a powerful protection mechanism against would-be attackers, 

when properly deployed and managed. Our Group Policy solutions like the Group Policy Compliance 

Manager, our GPO Reporting Pak and our GP Automation Engine, can help you get to a secure and 

protected network.  For more information on how SDM Software can help with your security posture 

and protection against lateral movement, contact us at sales@sdmsoftware.com. 
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